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Responses  
★ Grading definitely took a longer period of time to be put in power school. Even though people do 

have other things going on in their lives other than grading papers, but taking a little less time 
could make me less stressed about my grades. 

★ Um I disagree because sometimes you forget to grade some things and then we have to wait for it 
for like a couple weeks. But of course i understand that you also have your own school work to 
take care of and we're your last class so it's pretty understanding. "  

★ I disagreed with "My teacher grades my work in a timely manner." because not everythign we 
turned in is graded back and turned in on time, but thats ok because we all know how busy you 
are :) 

★    I disagreed to grading on time only because I feel with some other classes that I can look on 
power school or I will get handed back the paper sooner than I do in this class. But over all I enjoy 
coming to your class every day because you make English fun and we don't just do worksheets all 
the time. I defiantly feel I learned a lot  in this class this year! 

★ When ever I emailed my teacher to ask her a question she would usually respond in 5 -10 mins so 
that I could know right away 

★ No other teachers will teach us like this, so next year we will somewhat struggle with the different 
way of learning. 

★ My teacher understood that different people learn in different ways and she let us do what we 
needed to, to help us learn in the best possible way. My teacher was understanding also when 
people had trouble and tried to help as best as she could when people were confused. My teacher 
was also always very nice to her students and she knew how to help you when you needed it. 

★ My teacher lets us learn in many varieties.  I like how she'll not be offended when we say our 
opinions.  I also like that she will use her time  out of school to help us learn. 

★ Mrs. Cole uses a variety of ways to compare the topics that we're learning about to the real world. 
I love the different stories that help us learn and I think that Mrs. Cole is the only teacher that 
actually makes connections to her students as a friend. She doesn't get angry if you ask questions 
and persuades you to ask more. 

★ My teacher allows me to demonstrate my learning in a variety of ways. * I disagree because I am 
more of a hands-on learner and we have done a couple hands on activities but I wish we did a 
little bit more. But overall you are an amazing teacher! 

★ For My teacher is available to help outside of class, when I wanted to see you in the morning you 
were busy and were unavailable. Besides that YoU wErE Da BeSt!.!.!.! XD 

★ Sometimes the instructions were a little unclear when you first explained them. Examples are the 
activity where we had to draw our partner for Harrison Bergeron. We also do a lot of projects. I 
don't have a problem with projects because we always have partners to bounce ideas off of. This 
year was great, I just think that on some of the projects you could have been a bit more clear on 
the instructions. 

★ I disagree about clear directions because on one project, I didn't understand all of the directions 
and you didn't completely help me to understand all of it. Last quarter, I was really worried about 
my grade in your class because you hadn't posted what I got until the very end 



★ I felt like you didn't give clear instructions sometimes because I had to ask other peers what we are 
doing and to clarify instructions. 

★ My teacher creates a classroom environment that allows me to learn. 
I said disagree since it is a very noisy place in here 
My teacher shows respect to all students. 
I said disagree since if a boy talks they get in trouble but girls never get in trouble 
My teacher is available to help outside of class. 
Your a very busy person and your never really available for help except for the  morning 
My teacher respects different opinions.: You get in to many arguments with your students 
especially if they dont support what your talking about 

★ Overall My Teacher is an awesome teacher, one of the best I've had in a while. She knows a lot 
about the subject before questioning her students and she gives really helpful feedback for 
classwork and projects. The only thing is the variety in activities. The usual ones are just sheets and 
classwork but overall everything is amazing 

★ The instructions are sometimes confusing and she takes a while to grade things 
★ "My teacher creates a classroom environment that allows me to learn - this class is a high paced 

class, so it feels like I can't learn at the speed I want to. Also, since we engage in different activities 
(such as reading logs) there is a high amount of stress, thus making it uncomfortable to learn the 
way I learn 

★ My teacher gives clear instructions - the instructions need to be more precise and simplified for 
activities that are easy to understand. Reading logs need to be simplified (preferably just the 
summary and the quote; because past that each log becomes more and more free time 
consuming)I can't keep up at your speed - I'm trying our best but slow down your thinking and 
activities 

★ Mrs. Cole is one of the best teachers I have had. She is very easy to talk to about what we are 
learning. 

★ I luv u sooooooo much. It is like crazies how cool u are. 
★ This was my favorite class this year by far!! 
★ I had a really great year with Mrs. Cole.  I learned more from her than I have from any of my 

other teachers.  The only thing that was a little more difficult was the expectation.  Sometimes it 
felt like there was more expected from me than what was possible for a 7th grader.  Overall, I 
really liked Mrs. Cole. :) 

★ I'm gonna miss you. Have fun with all the weird 6th Graders. (we weren't that weird last year) 
★ Thx 4 Being my teacher. :D 
★ You have opened my eyes to what my life problems will be when I get older and how everyone 

can make a change.  You also opened my eyes to what good teaching is. 
★ Sometimes I feel like we learn more about the topic we are using as a story or for an example 

instead of learning more about the subjects in English. For example I feel like we learned about 
Ebola, and Women's Rights and the Use of Force a lot so we spent less time learning about 
English. But you are super fun and I like you as a teacher. 

★ thanks for being a great teacher this year! 
★ This Was One of the best Classes I have Had in forever 
★ I LOVE MY ENGLISH TEACHER ! 



★ when we are desscuing a topic she ses  be resectful of people opions 
★ I cant get help outside of class because i have no time 
★ Out of the years I have went to school, you have inspired me the most. I wish someday to be as 

successful as you are. Thank You for letting me have a great Experience in English. 
★ I don't know what I am doing half of the time.  You such a heart felt teacher that cares about all 

of your students.  
★ A lot of the time there is to many grades like the test and stuff and we do a ton of stuff that are 

grades like when we take test its like one test like in two days then like three days later and other 
one sometimes its like that. 

★ "This is the best class ive been in since second grade 
★ "outside class you are very willing to help 
★ sometimes the instructions you give are a little unclear" 
★ one time she took a week to grade our test 
★ Ms. Cole you are such an awesome teacher. You are definitely one of my most favorite teachers. I 

Love how much you participate in the school with year book administrator and track team coach 
also you have kids in school too! But sometimes (you cant help it sometimes) It takes a while to get 
grades or get feedback on those grades. I loved the class a lot but my least favorite thing was the 
reading journals and I know what my weakness is and I have never been very good at English so 
they are harder for me. Otherwise you are an awesome teacher and I loved your class because I 
love current events. Thanks, Barrett 

★ My teacher allows me to demonstrate my learning in a variety of ways. I Disagree to this because 
we always do notes in class and the same thing. 

★ My teacher gives clear instructions. I Disagree to this because when we have a Sub, The 
Instructions for the Sub are unclear, Then the Sub cant explain it for u.s 

★ My teacher grades my work in a timely manner. I think that My teacher doesn't grade on time 
because she still hasn't graded things from a week ago 

★ for my teacher provides helpful feedback is a mabey because ms. cole gives me good feedback 
and some times it dose not help me and i also do not under stand. 

★ 1. There's too much talking 2.I don't understand any of the directions 
★ So I disagreed about how you show respect for all students. You do always let us voice our opinion 

and do our work, but sometimes you don't "respect" us. Like not in a bad way, in a joking way. 
You'll mess with Tyler or Nolan and whatnot and it's really funny, so not in a bad way in a funny 
way. 

★ My teacher demonstrates all of theses questions in a very good way. 
★ For the question "My teacher gives clear instructions" i put disagree because sometime Mrs. Cole 

will say that she can't tell us what to do for a project and lets us figure it out. (not a bad thing) 
★ Sometimes when we ask questions you answer them in a confusing way. 
★ This year in our class you had some "class favorites" You mostly just used fishbowl when we were 

doing group activities, it got kind of boring after a while 
★ You are a good teacher 
★ Mrs.Cole you have been a great teacher this year the only thing I have to say to give you 

improvement is that sometimes you give us a lot of directions at once so it confuses me a lot but 
other than that you have been great. 



★ i feel like the learning environment isn't to good because sometimes i fell like we go off topic to 
much and some of the students keep on talking and it causes the class to fall behind which i don't 
like. Other than that, i feel like I have learned a lot this year and many of the stuff was helpful for 
the SOL 

★ I disgree that your instructions are clear because they are confusing most of the time and when I 
have to go home and do your homework I would be really confused on it and so would all my 
friends be but then we just have to do the work and then if we do it wrong we have to redo it but 
we get the same directions even if we ask you. 

★ The reason why I feel my teacher does not give clear instructions is because, many times when the 
class is doing an assignment or project I am very confused on what to do. That is also because my 
teacher gives a topic and we can do about anything. I am so used to clear instructions that it can 
be hard to understand or interpret what the instructions are. 

★ I do wish that we could finish projects and not rush because when that happens it is all confusing 
and a little unorganized. But apart from that I love this class because there is so much freedom 
and I can learn easily. 

★ "I like this class called roast Nolan I might want to take it next year #booksareboring" 
★ "For the ""teacher gives clear instructions"" I chose disagree because I feel like that your 

instructions are very vague.  This is definately true when we have a substitute.  When the substitute 
is here, we do the work.  When you get back, you make us do the work over again. For the ""My 
teacher is available to help outside of class"" I chose disagree because you are not available in 
homeroom or BRIM.  There is really no other time to talk to you unless it is after school or during 
class." 

★ Sometimes, the instructions to homework or a project aren't clear and so I go home not knowing 
what  to do. I feel like you  are very busy with your school in the afternoons, but you are available 
if I ask because it seems like you can arrange for the morning.  I also feel like, because she is busy 
she doesn't grade papers fast so we are anxious to see what we got on a graded thing 

★ I chose disagree on the teacher giving clear instructions because sometimes, I am very confused 
about what to do. Most of the time I know what to do, but there are definitely times where I am 
very confused. 

★ You give us really clear instructions and if we don't understand it you help use through it. 
★ You show great respect to everyone. Even if we don't understand you don't give us disgusted looks 

you help us. 
★ A lot of what we do is based of the real world such as when you related our lesson to ebola. 
★ You give us feedback on things we do.""1. My teacher creates a classroom environment that allows 

me to learn. Yes because you want us to learn in the best way possible and not just give us 
worksheets and tests. 2. My teacher encourages me to evaluate my own learning. Yes because 
you give us evaluations to do after projects. 3. My teacher allows me to demonstrate my learning 
in a variety of ways. yes because you let us learn in different ways through projects and other 
things. 

★ I feel that I have learned a lot this year and gotten better at analyzing stories, though sometimes I 
feel that on some tests it seems that there is more than one possible answer and sometimes don't 
know how to come up with the best answer. 



★ Ms. Cole is a teacher who encourages every kid to learn. She always comes to class happy and 
very upbeat. She is a very friendly person, but can be firm when needed. Ms. Cole is completely 
different than all of my other teachers because every time we have a project or graded 
assignment, we do something that we never did before. I still feel a bit bad for Nolan, but I know 
you are just messing around. I feel like every subject we do in your class, you know WAY too much 
about! Which is great and very good for learning new topics and being on the road to mastering 
it. Ms. Cole is my absolute favorite teacher this year and I wish you could be my English teacher 
forever!!! 

★ there's not really much I can say because your amazing teacher and I wish all of my other 
teacher's were like you. You have made my 7th grade year a lot better. Thank you, for being a 
flawless teacher and pushing me to learn more while exposing me into the issue's of the real world. 
So again, thank you. 

★ Sometimes you don't give clear instructions for projects.  I don't find this a problem but no teachers 
encourage us to learn.  You tell us that learning is all up to us.  Other than that is you're a great 
teacher, I love you Mrs. Cole. 

★ Sometimes grades aren't updated right away. 
★ Ms.Cole, I think that overall you are a really, really good teacher but please PLEASE try to grade 

work faster. I love that you take your time to give us meaningful information but it really grates my 
nerves when it takes like 3 weeks to get a grade. One thing you do really well is relate English to 
the real world because one of my main problems with English is that it doesn't seem to matter, but 
you related it to real life so thank you for that. 

★ for the teacher giving me clear instructions she normally does but just sometimes it is confusing 
because in her instructions she uses older words sometimes that i don't understand:)and sometimes 
in just confused a lot of times but not really anymore:) 

★ We read a lot of short stories and analyzed them which wasn't a great variety. 
★ Sometime you don't give clear instructions and I try to ask questions but then I end up more 

confused.  Then at home when I'm working on stuff for this class I get really frustrated and I get 
really annoyed with it. But besides that I love this class and the way you teach. :) 

★ "Sometimes I am confused in this class with instructions You haven't changed my grade yet" 
★ "I feel that this year in class, we were very confined to short stories, and prezi's. Though projects 

varied throughout the learning process, we used a lot of similar learning techniques. I don't think 
that you expect me to be successful, I think that you tend to say, It's okay to fail, and that leads 
me to believe that. You tend to say, ""Do you think it's right?"" and if I ask questions you don't 
directly answer them. LOVE YOU MS.COLE!!!" 

★ "Charlie-My teacher respects different opinions.- not mine when I said women belong in the 
kitchen earlier in the year." 

★ "No offense or anything Ms.Cole, but whenever you give us directions to do something, you 
explain it more than needed which confuses me or we get off topic and I'm still confused. 

★ For all of our activities, it is usually a project fighting for what you think is right. 
★ hi miss cole didn't really feel like typing a lot and pretty tired so thanks for the year of learning :) - 

Griffin Tan  
★ For the "My teacher gives clear instructions" survey, I put disagree because sometimes I am really 

confused on what the assignment or directions. I think that I do better with really clear directions 



than barely any. Last for the "My teacher grades my work in a timely manner" survey, I put 
disagree because sometimes it takes a really long to find out what we got on something. For me, 
that is not necessarily bad. 

★ I feel that you did not give all the necessary information for projects. This created confusion for me 
and resulted for my grade to plummet. I do not think that my grade was your fault, i just feel that 
the information given was vague. 

★ U R DA BEST!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
★ I think that you are one of the best teachers I have ever had. The ways you have taught this year I 

have been able to clearly understand and be able to grow in. I have learned so much this year 
with the way that you have explained everything and (just about) anything. (Literally) THANK 
YOU I LOVE YOU MRS. COLE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

★ For the "My teacher gives clear instructions" question, I disagree because sometimes I get really 
confused (and others). I think you word them really weirdly or the directions are not clear enough 
for us to comprehend. For the question "My teachers grades in a timely manner" I disagree 
because you are often times very late and don't keep up with grading, but you have been getting 
better. 

★ I think that you are a little slow on grading :/ Love you 
 


